Triple Rainbow - From the Album
“Mighty Wolf”

[A]    [G]    [E]  
Whoa, Whoa, Whoa, Whoa

[V1]  
[E]    [G][E]  
I’d been hiking all day in the rain and the hail

[A]    [G][E]  
Tired and wet at a bend in the trail

[E]    [G][E]  
Rounded the corner feeling ornery

[A]    [G][E]  
(To see a) frog in spandex lookin’ @ me

[A]    [E]  
She had a headband, wristband, a silver chain

[G]    [G][E]  
Laughing like a fool in the rain (She said)

[Pre Chorus]  
[A]  
Let’s do the Huachinango

[E]  
Drop down to the ground

[G]  
Put our hands in the air

[B]  
And wave ‘em around

[Chorus]  
[E]  
(Then we said) Elbow, elbow

[G]  
Wrist, wrist

[E]  
Finger, finger

[C]    [D]  
---Upon the forehead

[E]  
Elbow, elbow

[G]  
Wrist, wrist

[E]  
Finger, finger

[C]    [D]    [E]  
---Upon the forehead

[A]    [G]    [E]  
Whoa, Whoa, Whoa, Whoa

[V2]  
[E]    [G][E]  
Well it was super safe to say it was the strangest thing

[A]    [G][E]  
I had ever seen while out hiking

[E]    [G][E]  
“A dancin’ amphibian, how could it be?”

[A]    [G][E]  
But then the spirit of the moment swept over me

[A]    [E]  
Come on and join in the dance it’ll help you forget

[G]    [G][E]  
That you are shocked, exhausted and soaking wet

[Pre Chorus]  
[A]  
We did the Huachinango

[E]  
Dropped down to the ground

[G]  
Put our hands in the air

[B]  
And then waved ‘em around

[Chorus]  
[E]  
(Then we said) Elbow, elbow

[G]  
Wrist, wrist

[E]  
Finger, finger

[C]    [D]    [E]  
---Upon the forehead

[E]  
Elbow, elbow

[G]  
Wrist, wrist

[E]  
Finger, finger

[C]    [D]    [E]  
---Upon the forehead

[A]    [G]    [E]  
Whoa, Whoa, Whoa, Whoa
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After doing the dance I was feelin’ good

The frog winked, waved and walked in the woods

And then all of a sudden, hey! whatchya know?

The sun came out and made a triple rainbow

‘Cause at times life is tricky

You know that’s it’s true

But when I feel a little low

Now I know what do

You can try it too, and you, and you, and you, and you

A little dance we know

We call the “triple rainbow”

We do the Huachinango

Drop down to the ground

Put our hands in the air

And we wave ‘em around

(Then we go) Elbow, elbow

Wrist, wrist

Finger, finger

---Upon the forehead

---Upon the forehead

Elbow, elbow

Wrist, wrist
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